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About This Game

The adventurers are always curious about mysterious dungeon

And now,you will build a new one

Take the Bones of the Adventurer as the material

Take the Souls of the Adventurer as the source of Monster's life

Take the Resentment of the dead as the magic of the Dungeon

Build a world famous Dungeon

To create a frightening monster army

Now!

Aim at the top of world, Start!

This is a simulation game of dungeon.(a little idle game)
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FEATURE:

1.freedom
You can decide size of dungeon,terrain and goals of game.Choose different condition,play again,again...again

2.Rooms and Trap
There are many kinds of rooms that can be built,each one have a different function.You can configure the Monsters, or place

traps. Some rooms can strengthen the ability.Even,some room can heal or strengthen adventurers.kill adventurers is not the only
way in this game.

3.Monster
You can create different monster which has different talent, these monsters will be the most powerful regiment to defeat the

adventurers.The monsters can be synthesized,they will become a more powerful monster.

4.Adventurers and Item
Adventurers have different occupations,they will be stronger with the evaluation of Dungeon. Adventurers also have different
abilities, such as thieves can destroy the traps.Adventurers will also carry a item, you will get the item if they die. Besides,these

items have different functions,remember to place it in the room.

5.Event
There are some events in this game. For example,Dwarves will invade your dungeon any time,you have better prepare for

this.Room collapsed,you must rebuild a new room.

Finally,This game is continue developing.You play,I create.

Demo version can be played for 10 days (game time).
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Title: Dungeon Builder S
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
LIN KE HSI
Publisher:
LIN KE HSI
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4160CPU @3.6GHz 3.6GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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dungeon defenders builder stats. dungeon builder stories. dungeon builder s. d&d dungeon builder software. 3d dungeon builder
software. dungeon builder software. dungeon builder starter set. dungeon builder steam. dungeon builder switch. dungeon
builder set

This game need to be optimize more. It looks like run in single thread and god damn lagging in my i7 PC with 64gb ram.. This
game reminds me of one of those old ROTK NES games. Where they just throw you in and you have to figure out how to do
everything. This is not a good thing. I'm not one for good graphics. But the graphics feel completely lazy. I suppose I should
have expected this from the preview images. But I wanted to have high hopes.

The game LOOKS like you could spend a lot of time in it. But in the end it's just a typical Tower Defense game. We already
have three games that does everything this tries to do the building an evil lair but do it all but better.

Check out
Keeper RL (Although it is rage inducing and certainly not perfect)
War for the Overworld
and the best one of all Dungeon Warfare 1, (2 is just past the horizon).

Hard pass on this one.
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